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Most Microsoft® Office, JPEG and PDF files are unnecessarily bloated – 
and bloated files are hard to share.  Large email attachments fill up 
your mailbox, take ages to send and often get ‘bounced back’ without  
ever reaching their intended recipient.

For IT departments, it means additional storage, slower mail servers,  
choked bandwidth and an increasing number of IT support calls.

For further information, prices or evaluation software, call us on:

+1-267-238-3833 (US) or +44 (0)207 424 8700 (UK)

Alternatively, contact your local software reseller or visit  www.neuxpower.com

NXPowerLite fixes file bloat
Used by more than a million people worldwide, NXPowerLite Desktop Edition attacks file bloat at the core, compressing 
PowerPoint®, Word, Excel®, JPEG and PDF files by up to 95%*.

Incredibly simple to use, it can compress files from within Microsoft® Office, or integrate with your email client to 
automatically compress email attachments as they are sent.

It works by eliminating any excess baggage and converting graphics to the most efficient file format and resolution.  You’re left 
with a file that looks and feels identical to the original, but is much smaller.

Files remain in their original format, retaining all their attributes and visual content integrity.  They don’t need to be unzipped 
and there’s no need for special viewing software – so they can be opened and edited by anybody.

File compression software for Microsoft Office, 
JPEG and PDF files

Lossy by design
File optimization is ‘lossy’ by design – trimming bloated 
elements is the only way to permanently reduce file sizes.

NXPowerLite removes gratuitous, excess data from your files 
and makes a number of additional adjustments to ensure 
they are no larger than they need to be.

Visual quality of files
‘Visual content integrity’ means compressed files look 
identical to the originals in every way.  They also retain 
all of their original attributes and functionality.  Using 
NXPowerLite’s default settings, there is no visible difference 
between the original and optimized version of a file.  The 
optimized version is just much smaller.

“Doesn’t exactly compress files, it wrings them out,
shaking unneeded bytes out of graphics and included objects to
radically reduce their size without affecting their appearance.” 

What’s new in NXPowerLite 5?
NXPowerLite can now remove file bloat and redundant data from PDF files, compressing them by an average of 30-50%.   
It also features higher quality default settings, can compress JPEG files without resizing them and is fully compatible with 
Microsoft® Office 2010.



Email add-inChoice of  compression levels 

ZIP archive optimizationMicrosoft®

Batch processing Simple user interface

You can even compress files with they’re stored
within ZIP archives.

NXPowerLite will look inside your .zip files and
compress any PowerPoint®, Word, Excel®, JPEG
or PDF files.

You can optimize for screen, print, mobile devices
or select your own custom settings.
Whichever you choose, you’ll find that NXPowerLite is far
more effective than ZIP compression on image-heavy files.

NXPowerLite integrates with your email client to
automatically compress email attachments.

You can compress multiple files in one sitting – simply drag
them onto the NXPowerLite window to build a list of files.

If you add a folder or standard ZIP archive to the list,
NXPowerLite will search through it and compress any
PowerPoint, Word, Excel, JPEG or PDF files it finds.

NXPowerLite is fast, effective and
incredibly easy to use.

The simple user interface feels instantly
familiar and you’ll be compressing your
files within seconds.

NXPowerLite is fully integrated with Microsoft® Office,
so you can compress files from within PowerPoint®, Word
or Excel®.  You can also compress a file by right-clicking it
in Windows® Explorer.

“NXPowerLite has been thoroughly tested under the most rigorous
of operational circumstances and was never once found wanting.”  

* 32-bit only
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System requirements
Compatible with PCs running Microsoft® Windows® 2000 or later. Microsoft® Office integration requires Office 2002-2010*.
Email integration requires Lotus® Notes® (6.0-8.5), Microsoft® Outlook® (2002-2010*), Outlook® Express (6) or Windows® Mail (6*).

NXPowerLite Desktop Edition 5 can compress Microsoft® PowerPoint®, Word and Excel® files (Office 97-2010), JPEG images and PDF documents. 
It can also compress standard ZIP archives containing any of these file types.

NXPowerLite for File Servers & NXPowerLite for Small Business File Servers
Automatically replace the PowerPoint®, Word, Excel® and JPEG files on your servers with smaller, optimized versions.

The Desktop and File Server editions of NXPowerLite can be combined to create a powerful, tailored solution that 
maximizes your return on investment.


